10th July 2020
As we move towards the end of term and the school year we
have received guidance from the Government on the full
opening of schools in September. Obviously, events happen
and things change very quickly, as a result any plans are
clearly subject to change at short notice. However, as a Trust
and as Broadoak school we are looking forward to welcoming
back all of our pupils in September – and our new Year 7
intake!
The challenge now is to use the guidance to formulate a Broadoak plan for
September, each individual school’s planning needs to reflect their own
particular circumstances. This process is well underway and I will share
them with you as soon as they are finalised. It is important to note that,
although our intention is to provide a full curriculum offer it will not be ‘back
to normal’. Having said that, we will definitely make it a positive experience
as I know how many pupils have missed school – nearly as much as we
have missed them!

Don’t forget, school
closes to all pupils next
Friday 17th July at
midday.
You will receive a letter
next week which will
outlines our September
re-opening plans.

Key worker cohort and
Year 10 pods in action
this week …

Home Learning Super Stars

All Subjects
Well done to Jack, Year 7, who has had a fantastic attitude to all his home learning and has
submitted every single piece of online work each week without fail. He continually pushes
himself and it really shows. Keep up the great work Jack!

History
Hannah, Year 10, has produced an
excellent piece of History work on Nazi
Germany 1933-39. The strength of this
work is that Hannah has used detailed
research to support her answers, included a
well written explanation for an exam answer
on the limited resistance to the Nazi regime.
Well done Hannah!

Write a description called a narrative account analysing how successful Mormon migration was in
the years 1846 to 1847 (8 marks)
For my narrative account, I decided to write it like a journal. It will be “updated” as my character
moves through the stages of moving.
“My name is Grace and I’m a Mormon. About two months ago we were asked to leave our home
and travel with Brigham Young and some more Mormons to Nauvoo in Illinois. It is quite swampy in
that area so lots of people avoided it. We wanted to leave because slowly but surely attacks on
Mormons were rising in numbers. Our people always run the risk when moving because we are
unsure whether locals will like us but we try to not think about it too much. This is the third time we
have moved in around 5 years. It is hard for me to handle sometimes as conditions can be harsh and
at times food is sparse. However, my faith keeps me going and I know that if we make it, it will be a
safer place than the last.

Update: the locals hate us and one of our key leaders Joseph Smith was brutally killed by an angry
mob. Earlier this month, our workshops were looted which has left us unprepared for our planned
trip to Salt Lake. This has put everyone on edge and my mother won’t let me leave our home unless
it is together to go to church. I really like living here however, Brigham Young tells us we need to
leave for our own safety. This will now be our fourth time moving, in around a 10 year time period.
We are to move to Salt lake City in Utah, nobody is currently living there so we will be safe.
However, hard labour is required and I am nervous that food will not be substantial for all of us.
Young sent away a few of what he called “pioneers” to begin planting crops and starting livelihoods
there. One of them was my Father. We haven’t heard back from him yet. Tomorrow we set off for
Salt Lake City. Hopefully it won’t take long and we will be sitting around the table as a family
together again.
Update: Turns out we are very unprepared for our journey. We are currently stopping our trek for
the night to rest and recharge for our journey on Wednesday. I am exhausted. There is a lack of food
as it has all gone mouldy and we have to stay on watch incase of attacks. Unfortunately we have
already lost several members of our party along the way. I have had to carry my younger brother for
a while, he’s struggling with the weather conditions, I think we all are. It is either excessively hot or
stormy and bitter, the changing conditions make our clothes feel itchy and our feet sore. I’m not too
sure how long I can carry on but yet again, God drives me forward. My friend Maria has fallen over a
few times. She has a large gash in her leg but there are no hospitals or medical supplies nearby so
I’m afraid her wound will become infected. I know that lots of parents are afraid of attack and I feel
that this is rubbing off onto their children. Brigham can sense it too so he is holding a lesson
tomorrow on how to defend ourselves from attack and how to manage a wagon train in case he
becomes unavailable.

Update: After three months we made it to Utah! At first I was ecstatic about the last few kilometers
of the trail but my heart sunk to the floor when I saw the conditions. Imagine a hell on earth, no
food, medical supplies or even housing not to mention the erratic climate. There are crickets and
grasshoppers everywhere and frost destroyed the crops my father had laid down a few months
before we arrived. Many of us cried and one even exclaimed “Nobody on earth would want to live
in Salt Lake” but Young replied with his wisdom as always “If there is a place on this earth that
nobody wants, that’s the place I’m looking for.” Brigham has set out an action plan for the coming

TASK Explain why there was so little resistance and opposition towards Hitler and the Nazi
Party in Germany in the years 1933 – 1939.
You may use the following in your answer:
• Nazi propaganda
• The Gestapo
You must also use information of your own. [12] Please write 3 Point Evidence Analysis
paragraphs for your 12 mark answer
Fear of resisting German leaders began with the Night of the Long Knives on the 30th June, 1934. The main point of the
night was to purge Germany of some Nazi leaders, as Hitler feared that the paramilitary SA had become too powerful,
so Hitler ordered his elite SS guards to murder the organization’s leaders, including Ernst Röhm. Also killed that night
were hundreds of other perceived opponents of Hitler. Alleging that Röhm was plotting a putsch, Hitler ordered a
massacre. On the night of June 30, 1934, Rohm and many more leaders of the SA were shot by members of Heinrich
Himmler’s SS (Schutzstaffeln; German: “Protective Echelon”). Some of Hitler’s other enemies were also murdered,
including the last chancellor of the Weimar Republic, Kurt von Schleicher; Gregor Strasser, who until 1932 had been
second only to Hitler in the Nazi Party; Bavarian ex-separatist Gustav von Kahr; conservative critic Edgar Jung; and
Catholic professor Erich Klausener. Vice-Chancellor Franz von Papen only narrowly escaped inclusion among the victims,
and he was dismissed from the vice-chancellorship three days later (July 3). The generals, whose chief spokesman was
the minister of defense, Werner von Blomberg, were certainly impressed by the efficiency with which Röhm and his SA
group had been eliminated.
Despite somewhat high levels of acceptance of the Nazi Party there were pockets of opposition to the regime. In many
cases these acts of resistance and opposition were small and would simply inconcienvence the Nazi Party. There was no
outright rebellion in the form of an uprising.
Even though trade unions and political parties had been banned, there was opposition to the Nazis. The Social
Democrats, which had been banned printed a newspaper which resulted in the leaders being detained, however some
of the leaders managed to escape Germany and continued to spread anti-Nazi messages from abroad. In addition to
this, the Communist Party (KPD) encouraged workers to delay and resist the Nazis. Actions from the communists
included workers calling in sick, damaging machinery or working slowly to delay the completion of Nazi building
projects.
The Army too had levels of resistance as not all officers were convinced by the Nazi regime. General Ludwig Beck
attempted to get officers to arrest Hitler and led plots to assassinate Hitler in 1943 and 1944.
Resistance could also be found in the Church and among young people, even though the Nazis had attempted to stamp
out religious and youth opposition with the control of churches and youth organisations.
However, the Nazis created a terror-state. This was achieved through intimidation and brutality. Those living in
Germany were too scared to disobey Nazi laws. Hitler used a number of organisations to uphold and extend his control
of Germany.
The SS
By 1934,the SS had been put in charge of securing Germany from internal and external enemies. They controlled the
concentration camps, where ‘undesirable people’ were imprisoned. These included groups of people who the Nazis had
deemed either dangerous to the state, to Nazi policies or were to be eradicated from society:
●
●
●
●
●

political opponents
criminals
gypsies
Jews
certain religious figures

History
This is an excellent imaginative
account written by Grace, Year 9,
for her week 6 History work on
Mormon migration in 1846-7

Home Learning Super Stars

English
Ryan, Year 7, is featuring in the newsletter again
this week. He consistently produces high quality
analysis on difficult Dickens texts which he has
never studied before. He expresses his ideas using
sophisticated vocabulary!
In addition, a PEALPEA is about the hardest thing
we ever ask you to write in English and Ryan has
produced a fantastic piece.

Science
Congratulations to Lucy and Jayden, Year 7, for completing all of their
work set in Science to a high standard. Well done to you both.

Core Task Champions

YEAR 7
Madison Bunseedhun
Lucy Earp
Oluchi Ezekiel
Matthew Jones
Nassir Koromia
Calvin Lea-Ashworth
Ryan Lomas
Pola Margasinka
Mia Moriarty
Jessica Mottershead
Srinija Nemani
Paul Richardson
Jack Waller
Alfie Wood

A massive well done to the following
pupils for their fantastic work ethic –
you conscientiously completed all of
your online tasks last week…

YEAR 8
Jack Ainsworth
Ashley Corns
Princessa MoncadaMorocho
T’Kahmai Robinson
Diana Talib
Amy Hamer
Col Lomas

YEAR 10

YEAR 9

Isabel Ashford
Ashton Wynne
Morgan Corns
Rose Hennessey
Tom Hennessey
Ria Khatke
Abraham MoncadaMorocho
Adam Heap
Josie Hill Knight
Chloe Mumby
Leyla Demir
Georgia May Nevers

Tillie Adams
Hannah Chick
Lily May Forrest
Aimee Kelly
Theo Lewis
Sophie Marshall
Lauren New
Nana-Lealae Robinson
Charlotte Williams

Learning from Home
Update
Thank you to parents and carers who have been supporting pupils with their home
learning as we approach the final week of the Core Tasks which will be set on Monday
13th July. Teaching staff have been impressed with pupils’ commitment.

£25

There is still chance to win a voucher… there will be one more draw on Tuesday so make
sure that you have submitted all of your tasks by then to be included. Pupils who return
their work on paper are included too but make sure that you put your name on it!
Don’t forget…
Years 7-9 should complete six pieces of work a week as a minimum and submit them
back to staff via the appropriate Google Classroom. As a minimum, Year 10 should
complete five pieces of work (selecting their History or Geography option) and Spanish if
they study it to GCSE.
Please see a reminder of the help sheet on ‘how to open, complete and submit an
assignment’ later in the newsletter with the log on details for each subject area. If your
child is having trouble accessing the core tasks online, don’t forget the weekly tasks are
available from reception every Monday from midday onwards. Please only collect paper
resources if absolutely necessary, mindful of social distancing rules and reducing
unnecessary travel.

Assemblies:
We hope that you’ve been enjoying the weekly assemblies. On Tuesday
morning, log onto the Assemblies Google Classrooms to watch your
end of year assembly from Mr King with a message from Mr Knowles.

GOOGLE MEET
LIVE LESSONS
WEEK 4
Thank you for joining the live lessons last week. It was great to see so many of
you virtually and you have really been getting used to Google Meet. Well done for
being so IT literate!
The live lessons Google Meet rota for w/b 13th July is on the next page.

Live lessons happen on a week-by-week basis, running from Tuesday-Thursday
next week.
Year 7 lessons will be on Tuesday, Year 8 on Wednesday and Year 9 next
Thursday – make sure that you log in!

Please check the rota to see which lessons apply to you, log into your subject’s
Google Classroom at least 15 minutes before the lesson but don’t click on the link
until your lesson start time. You will click on the link to go live with your teacher
and the rest of the group. There is a help sheet later in the newsletter which tells
you exactly what to do – it’s really easy!
You can ask and answer questions via the chat function and verbally – which your
teacher will control.
So that we are able to help you to continue to learn, please ensure that you
get involved and attend as many lessons as possible!

Google Meet Rules
Pupils must:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Make sure they are in an appropriate place, where it is quiet to concentrate on the
lesson.
Turn off microphones until instructed otherwise.
Turn off their camera.
Use the chat function to ask questions.
Ask for clarification at the end of the teacher presentation where needed.
Agree to follow all typical school rules on appropriate behaviour.
Understand that any poor behaviour may mean that they are removed from the live
lesson and will not be able to return until the next lesson.

Please be respectful, staff will often be conducting these lessons at home and they
want you to get the most out of the live opportunity.

GOOGLE MEET
ROTA
14th July – 16th July

1011am

Tuesday Year 7
14th July

Wednesday Year 8
15th July

Subject TECHNOLOGY
Set ALL Y7
Staff MISS GARNER

Subject COMPUTING
Set ALL Y8
Staff MISS FOX

12-1pm Subject PSHCEE
Set ALL Y7
Staff MRS LORD

2-3pm

Thursday Year 9
16th July

Subject MUSIC
Set Y9 – Those who
opted for Music in Y10
Staff MR KING
Subject PSHCEE
Subject COMPUTING
Set ALL Y8 and Y9
Set Y9 – Those who
Staff MRS LORD
opted for
iMedia/IT/Enterprise
Please note that Y9
12-12.30pm – iMedia
are also invited to this 12.30-1pm – IT
lesson on Wednesday 1-1.30pm - Enterprise
next week
Staff MISS FOX

Subject COMPUTING
Set ALL Y7
Staff MISS FOX

There are no Y10 lessons
this week due to the early
finish on Friday 17th July.

Lessons will usually be at 1011am, 12-1am and 2-3pm
(see Y9 variations with
Miss Fox this week).

How to take part in a Live Lesson?
Here’s everything you need to know:
What is Google Meets?

1

Live Lessons are a great way to get some time with your teacher
and to take your remote learning to the next step. Your teachers
are going to use a Live Video tool called Google Meets.
If you’re using a phone or tablet you will need to pre-install
the Google Meets app from Play or the App Store

How do I know I’ve been invited to a Live Lesson on Google Meet?

2

Your teacher will send you a Live Lesson
Assignment in your Google Classroom.

On your Google Classroom home page it will
look something like this.
The Live lesson will show you a time and date
as well as being labelled as a Live Lesson so
you can tell the difference between your weekly
work and Live Lesson assignments.

I’ve got a Live Lesson Assignment – now what?

3

Your teacher will post information on the assignment about how to access the Live Lesson
(you can click on the link in your assignment or on the link in your Classroom).
If you’re using a mobile or tablet, you will also be given a small
camera option to click on at the top.

Rules:
•

•
•

You can not access the classroom without your teacher present. Google will not allow you to
do this. If it says “Can’t find Meeting” or “Meeting not available” this means your teacher has
not yet logged on.
You should be on time and in a suitable location for the lesson. Somewhere quiet where you
can concentrate.
Your teacher will go through the classroom expectations at the start of each lesson.

Broadoak School
Access Codes for Online Learning Platforms for Years 7-10
Please find weekly tasks set in yellow subject classrooms.
Please find weekly assemblies in blue classrooms.
Subject

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

Assemblies

qhx3r27

anztr5x

3wpsrpe

pqfu7yh

English

3wooctm

7amwhtm

27sdlmw

56fnz5g

Google
Classroom
English

whj62glj8a

wmvz259oiw

kll2a6zja5

8u564tlhw

Seneca
Maths

p3gvdcn

5uw4uzl

lmgcwzs

qbi3tto

Google
Classroom
Science

ndp5gcm

z3w3ctc

fn6mvvf

jw5vn6d

Google
Classroom
Spanish

53cakgq

Y8 sets 1 and 2
yaqzsxd

Y9 set 1
K6774v2

dbkhlf5

Y9 set 2
pmfc4hq
9 set 1 bkq6ypm 10 set 1 2dc2xp5
9 set 2 ulpraga

10 set 2 piplcpn

9 B/1 whsejrf
9 set 1 hyxbi2r
9 set 2 psk4j7s

10 set 1 enxwjfb
10 set 2 d2tagfe

Google
Classroom

Geography

7 set 1 anybb5d

Y8 sets 3 and 4
ecyqad6
8 set 1 rfqksvm

Google
Classroom

7 set 2 d77clui

8 set 2 vlnjsqu

7 set 3 sfjzeh6

8 set 3 pnzpuum

7 set 4 b33v3oc

8 set 4 wo5gufw

7 set 1 ugnii7h
7 set 2 7pbzixy
7 set 3 zowx7pv
Y set 4 b2p2qgg

8 set 1 bgt3h4v
8 set 2 4utv5bs
8 set 3 b57xsdd
8 set 4 mxv47ns

History
Google
Classroom

Broadoak School
Access Codes for Online Learning Platforms for Years 7-10
Please find weekly tasks set in yellow subject classrooms.
Please find weekly assemblies in blue classrooms.

Subject

Year 7

Music

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

x3bx76x

4dky75m

hsmh7xj

o3bpoop

hk3m6yo

5j5yg7d

dwdf3qs

Sport: ml6w37w
GCSE
PE: jsihcjw
37NPF2DQCO

mlvvzin

mfkvgdg

tzzy5n6

ei7zygo

4asurj5

4asurj5

oodjc57

wfc33no

wfc33no

7f3ahem

Google Classroom
PE

GCSE PE
Seneca
Drama

Google Classroom
Art
4asurj5
Google Classroom
Design
Technology and
Catering

wfc33no

Google Classroom
Hair & Beauty

q66vn3b

Google Classroom
Computing

fmiei3j

Google Classroom

iz4sfuh

qpjyqcx

IT - ujdrthz

iMedia - ekyhwcj
Enterprise p7u2wy4

Links for Google Meets will be found in your
subject Google Classrooms above

Well done to the following pupils.
You are the top 5 pupils for time spent
on Bedrock this week:

Ryan Scholes 4h 27m
Josie Hill-Knight 2h 25m
Dylan Massey 2h 21m
Sainabou Sonko 1h 46m
Leon Hayes 1h 33m

Lockdown Reading
Who’s reading what?

There are so many ways that pupils can do even more to
continue their learning at home to include online resources such
as the BBC provision www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize and of course, this
is a perfect opportunity to read a good book.
Here Mr Knowles provides some inspiration and don’t forget the
reading lists sent out in a previous newsletter…

Who: Mr Knowles
What: The House of Sleep By Jonathan Coe
Genre: Fiction
Year: 1998

Do you want a book that engrosses you from the start? I know I do, and this
certainly didn't fail.
One of the main reasons was the characters. I love it when the characters
come to life, just to picture them and imagine meeting them. Both of these
positives apply to this book. You will find that the alternating chapters move
backwards and forwards in time - the link is the characters. Between these
characters and chapters is the central theme of sleep and location.
Much of the novel centres around a house which is a university residence in the
earlier time frame, alternating to a sleep research clinic in the later time.
Sarah is a narcoleptic who has such vivid dreams that she mistakes them for
real events. Robert falls in love with her. His life - completely changed! No
spoiler alerts here so I will not explain how. I would love you to read the book
and find out for yourself.

Another character, Terry, is an insomniac who never sleeps... and then there is
a doctor who runs the clinic, he has very extreme views on sleep and wants to
change the world...

Stay Safe Guide
A Pupil Guide for Reopening
Location/ Time

Procedure

Arrival/Departure Arrive through main gates, along the fence-line to the rear of the school and through
the gym entrance as of 15th June 2020:
•
All coats/ bags to be removed and stored on the allocated rack.
•
Packed lunches should be transferred to a brown paper bag provided.
•
You must then wash your hands in the sinks provided in the gym.
•
You will then be escorted by a teacher to your allocated room through the rear
of the gym.
Reception

Do not enter school through reception. This is for the collection of work only.

Toilets

•
•
•

Corridors

Classrooms

Canteen

You will be escorted to the toilets.
There will be no more than 2 pupils at one time using the toilets, one cubicle on
the left and one on the right.
Use paper towels to dry your hands and dispose of them in the bin provided.

Safe movement around school:
•
Follow the arrows to all destinations.
•
Keep at a safe 2m distance.
•
Use the hand-sanitisers found around school.
•
You must sanitise hands on entry and exit of a classroom.
•
You will be given an allocated work space and this will be yours until the end of
term.
•
You will be given books, folders and equipment, these should remain in your
allocated work space.
•
You must wipe down your folders, equipment and water bottles at the end of
the day and leave them in your allocated workspace.
•
Under no circumstances should resources be shared.

•
•
•

•

You will be allocated a table, this will be marked with your Pod number.
You will order a packed lunch during the 1st morning session and lunches will
then be left on the allocated tables.
Pupils bringing their own packed lunch will transfer it to a paper lunch bag in the
transition area of the gym on arrival and this will be taken to the canteen ready
for lunchtime.
Please sit on the markers if you sit on the long benches in the canteen to observe
social distancing.

Recreational
Time

Staggered break and lunchtimes:
•
No shared resources (balls etc).
•
The outside seating has been marked out so you can sit at a safe distance.

Uniform

•

Offsite

•

You do not need to wear your school uniform so that you can wash your clothes
when you get home.
When you leave please continue to follow the guidelines and make your way
home safely, socially distancing from our school-neighbours and the wider
community.

Behaviour and Standards
Parent and Pupil Guide for Reopening
Dress code and
personal
appearance

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Safeguarding

Behaviour

Broadoak School Standards
Children must not wear school uniform but new, clean, smart, casual clothes
each day
Children can wear trainers or shoes to school
Hairstyles must be appropriate for school – we understand that some children
may have had their hair cut short or dyed during the lockdown. To be clear, after
the first session in school (w/b 15th June) we will not accept hair cut to less than
a no. 3 or hair dyed in an unnatural colour. All other normal rules on hair-cuts /
hair styles will apply as usual thereafter.
Make-up* is not permitted including false eyelashes and fake tan.
Nail varnish* is not permitted including false nails.
Jewellery is not permitted (with the exception of watches) – including earrings
and retainers and plasters aren’t an acceptable covering.
Mobile phones* are not permitted on the school site.
No eating / drinking (other than water) IS allowed during lesson time – see the
rules on packed lunches.

*These items must be removed if seen – jewellery and mobile phones will be sent to
the Senior Leader on duty and returned at the end of the day.
We understand that pupils may have had different experiences during the Coronavirus
pandemic and that this may affect how the pupils reintegrate into the school
environment and its routines. We will be meeting with all of our returning Year 10
pupils for an induction session to support this.
•
We are also acutely aware that many children will be hugely anxious over the
return to school and the new rules, routines, measures. Support strategies and
activities will also be included in the induction session to assist with these issues.
•
TAs will be in the classroom to support the pupil’s learning but will not be able to
sit as close to the children as usual.
•
Members of the safeguarding team will be on site every day.
As always, poor behaviour will not be tolerated. Please see the Behaviour Policy
addendum on the school’s website:
Pupils who:
•
Spit, purposely cough in another persons’ vicinity or other deliberate behaviours
that increase the risk of spreading infection e.g. disposing of used tissues in an
unsafe manner
•
Refuse to adhere to social distancing measures e.g. 2m rules
•
Display behaviour that is purposely contrary to the infection control measures in
place
•
Leave the classroom without permission
•
Behave in any manner which disrupts the learning of other pupils

will be sent immediately to the Senior Leader on duty and further disciplinary action
will be taken.
Finally, welcome back to the pupils who will be returning, we are looking forward to seeing you again.

Public Health England recommends washing your hands frequently throughout the
day and always after using the toilet and before eating/drinking. Good hand
washing should be for 20 seconds (that’s singing ‘Happy Birthday’ twice) using soap
and hot water.

Thank you for your ongoing support
and we wish all of our families well.

